Curious Crab Hat

Materials
Paper (any color)
Scissors
Coloring supplies
Glue, tape, or a stapler

1) Cut paper lengthwise into 2-inch thick strips (3-4 fingers wide) and glue or tape together so that they are long enough to create a band around your head.
2) Cut 10 skinnier strips for 2 eye stalks and 8 legs. These can be about 1-2 fingers wide.
3) Cut out 2 round eyes and glue or tape to 2 stalks. Then attach the eye stalks to your headband.
4) Crinkle the 8 legs by folding like an accordion and glue or tape them to the headband.
5) Cut out 2 claws to glue to head band.
6) Now draw a mouth and you’re ready to wear your hat!
7) Post a picture with #aopkidsclub to share your creation!
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